This paper examines the scalability of several types of parallel genetic algorithms (GAS). The objective is to determine the optimal number of processors that can be used by each type to minimize the execution time. The first part of the paper considers algorithms with a single population. The investigation focuses on an implementation where the population is distributed to several processors, but the results are applicable to more common masterslave implementations, where the population is entirely stored in a master processor and multiple slaves are used to evaluate the fitness. The second part of the paper deals with parallel GAS with multiple populations. It first considers a bounding case where the connectivity, the migration rate, and the frequency of migrations are set to their maximal values. Then, arbitrary regular topologies with lower migration rates are considered and the frequency of migrations is set to its lowest value. The investigationis mainlytheoretical, but experimental evidence with an additively-decomposable function is included to illustrate the accuracy of the theory. In all cases, the calculations show that the optimal number of processors that minimizes the execution time is directly proportional to the square root of the population size and the fitness evaluation time. Since these two factors usually increase as the domain becomes more difficult, the results of the paper suggest that parallel GAS can integrate large numbers of processors and significantly reduce the execution time of many practical applications.
Introduction
Early proposals of parallel genetic algorithms (GAS) recognized two forms of parallelization that are still common today: multiple communicating populations, and single-population master-slave implementations (Bethke, 1976; Grefenstette, 198 1) . The two types of parallel GAS have been extensively used to reduce the execution time of a variety of applications.
The choice between the two types of parallel GAS is determined by several factors such as ease of use or implementation, and by their potential to reduce the execution time. In *Work was conducted while the author was a student at the University of Illinois, Department of Computer Science.
general, single-population parallel GAs are the easiest to use and implement, because any available knowledge about configuring serial C X s can be applied directly to them, and their implementation as master-slave algorithms is not complicated. In contrast, parallel GAS with multiple populations are more difficult to use, because one must choose adequate values for several additional parameters that affect the efficiency and the quality of the solutions that the algorithms reach. Among other things, to use multiple-deme GAs, one must decide the number and the size of the populations (also called demes), the frequency of migration, and the number and destination of the migrants. This paper examines the scalability of both single and multiple-population parallel G?Ls. T h e goal of the paper is to determine the optimal number of processors that minimize the execution time of each type of parallel GA. Examination of single-population algorithms is straightforward, and for multiplepopulation GAs, the paper examines cases that use upper and lower bounds of some of their parameters. T h e results suggest that the optimal number of processors for the two the classes of algorithms is of the same order, and that it is proportional to the square root of the product of the population size and the function evaluation time. There are other classes of parallel Grls such as fine-grained (Gorges-Schleuter, 1989; Miihlenbein, 1989; Manderick and Spiessens, 1989) and hierarchical parallel GAs (Gruau, 1994; Lin et al., 1997) , but these classes are outside of the scope of this paper.
The study is mainly theoretical, but experimental results with an additivelydecomposable test function are included to illustrate the accuracy of the models of solution quality. (hip one function was used in the tests reported here, because the models are based on the gambler's ruin model of population sizing (Harik et al., 1997) , which has been verified extensively with multiple additively-decomposable functions of varying difficulty. This leads us to believe that the results described here hold for any function of this class. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next section discusses singlepopulation algorithms and calculates the optimal number of processors that minimize the execution time. Section 3 briefly reviews previous studies on bounding cases of multi-deme G4s, and it describes the similarities of the single distributed population algorithm with a bounding case of multi-population Gb. Section 4 summarizes a model that relates the size of the population of a serial GA with the quality of the solutions it reaches. This model is extended in the following sections to multiple populations that communicate after they converge (i.e., all the individuals are identical, not necessarily representing the optimal solution). The populations restart after migration, and each convergence-migration sequence is called an epoch. Section 5 describes how the deme size, the migration rate, and the degree of the connectivity graph affect the chance that the desired solution is reached after two epochs. Section 6 generalizes the modeling to multiple epochs. Section 7 integrates the modeling of the previous sections with an estimate of the critical number of epochs until all the demes converge to the same solution and no further improvement is possible. The result is an estimate of the long-term execution time, which is then optimized with respect to the number of processors. Finally, Section 8 summarizes the results of this paper and presents the conclusions of this study.
Single-Population Parallel GAS
Probably the easiest way to parallelize GAS is to distribute the evaluation of fitness among several slave processors while one master executes the GA operations (selection, crossover, and mutation). Master-slave GAs are important for several reasons: (1) they explore the search space in exactly the same manner as a serial GX, and therefore the existing design guidelines for simple GAs are directly applicable; (2) they are very easy to implement, which makes them popular with practitioners; and ( 3 ) in many cases master-slave GAs result in significant improvements in performance.
An alternative to storing the entire population in one node is to distribute the population to several nodes. However, the algorithm has to be modified so that the distributed population behaves as a single panmictic unit. As one might expect, the form of the execution time of the algorithm with a distributed population is very similar to the time of a simple master-slave algorithm, so the conclusions of this section apply to the two types of single-population parallel GAS. Moreover, the calculations are also important on another front: the algorithm with a distributed panmictic population resembles a bounding case of multi-deme parallel GAs, and therefore the predictions shed some light on the expected performance of this class of algorithms. This issue is explored in Section 3 and focuses on the single distributed population algorithm.
Description and Analysis
Assume that n is the population size required to reach the desired quality in a particular problem. In Section 4 we shall discuss how to determine n, but for now assume that the population size is given. The population is partitioned into equally-sized parts and distributed to P processors. In every generation, all the nodes perform the four basic GA tasks on their fraction of the population: fitness evaluation, selection, crossover, and mutation. The evaluations of fitness and mutation are not an issue, because they can be performed on each fraction of the population independently. However, to ensure that the distributed population behaves as a panmictic one, the selection and crossover operations must be modified. We begin the presentation of the algorithm with the parallel implementation of crossover, because ensuring that every individual is considered exactly once is straightforward.
In a sequential GA, each selected individual forms part of exactly one mating pair per generation. The pairs are formed randomly, and any two individuals in the population may be chosen to mate. To maintain this property in the parallel GA, each of the P processors randomly divides its fraction of the population into P equally-sized parts and sends each part to a different processor. These communications take time T, = (P -l)Tc, where T, is the average time used to communicate with one processor. The processors incorporate the incoming individuals into their fractions of the population by replacing the individuals sent to a particular deme with the individuals received from it. Then, each processor randomly chooses pairs of mates and proceeds to exchange material between them. There are, of course, other ways to preserve the panmictic property in a distributed population (e.g., Braud and Vrain (1999) ), but the calculations would be similar.
The required modifications to selection are specific to the selection method used. To illustrate the modifications we consider tournament selection only, but other types of selection may be used. Recall that tournament selection without replacement works by choosing non-overlapping random sets of s individuals from the population and then selecting the best individual from each set to serve as a parent for the next generation. There are n / s such sets, and each tournament produces one winner; therefore to generate all the parents for the next generation, it is necessary to repeat this procedure s times. Any individual in the population may participate in any given tournament, and the key idea in the parallel algorithm is to maintain this property.
The first step in the parallel selection consists of each processor randomly dividing its Evolutionary Computation Volume 7, Number 4 fraction of the population into P equally-sized parts and sending a different part to every other processor. These communications take time (P -l)T,. T h e processors receive and incorporate the individuals into their fraction of the population. Then, each processor picks random non-overlapping sets of s individuals to compete in tournaments. Note that the individuals who participate in a given tournament may have been received from any processor or may have been already present in the processor. In any case, all the individuals in the population have the same chance to participate in a given tournament, just as they do in the serial case. To select all the parents for the next generation, the process has to be repeated s times, and therefore the total communication time is T, = s ( P -l)T,.
The execution time of one generation of the algorithm is the sum of communications and computation times. Our calculations ignore the time used in the GA computations (selection, crossover, and mutation), because we assume that they are much smaller than the time used to evaluate and communicate individuals. Under this assumption, the computation time per node is y, where T f is the time used to evaluate the fitness of one individual.
Communication is used during both selection (T,) and crossover (Tz). T h e general form of the time used in Communication during selection is T, = ti,(P -l)Tc, where ti3 is a constant that depends on the selection method. In the case of tournament selection, K~ equals to the size of the tournament s. The communication time used during crossover is A< more processors are used, the computation time decreases as desired, but the communication time increases. This tradeoff entails the existence of an optimal number of processors that minimizes the execution time. T h e optimum may be found by solving XI, -a p -0 for P to obtain
In the case of a traditional master-slave algorithm, there is only one communication event per generation and therefore ti = 1. This result agrees with a previous calculation reported elsewhere (Canh'i-Paz, 1998b ).
In many practical situations, the function evaluation time is much greater than the time of communication, Ti >> T,, and the population size required to reach an acceptable wlution is very large. Under those conditions, the optimal number of processors can be quite large and we can expect near-linear speedups for a wide range of processors as can be seen in Figure 1 .
Bounding Cases of Multi-population GAS
Consider the typical parallel GA with multiple populations. Essentially, it consists of mu1 tiple GAS doing their normal selection-recombination-mutation cycle, but occasionally the GAS exchange some individuals (see the work by Grefenstette (1981) , Grosso (1985) , and Tanese (1987) for some early examples). These exchanges (migrations) are controlled by several parameters: the destination of the migrants, the frequency of migrations, and the number of individuals that are exchanged (the migration rate). It is difficult to predict the outcome of a run of multi-population GAS, because their parameters have non-linear effects on their efficiency and on the quality of the solutions that they reach. However, all of these parameters have minimum and maximum bounding values, and by studying parallel GAS that use the extreme values, we may gain some insight into the effects of the parameters.
Previous theoretical studies of bounding cases of multi-deme GAS focused on the number of demes and their sizes (Canhi-Paz and Goldberg, 1997a, 1997b) . Those studies considered two configurations that bound the migration rate and the connectivity between the populations. In the first bounding case the demes are completely isolated, and it represents a lower bound on both the connectivity and the migration rate. The demes execute until they are composed of identical individuals, which is possible assuming that there is no mutation. The results of those studies suggest that the expected speedups in the isolated bounding case are only marginal, and therefore it should be avoided in practice.
In the second bounding case, each deme communicates with all the others, which is an upper bound on the connectivity, and the migration rate is set to its maximal value. Interdeme communications result in significant improvements in the quality of the solutions, which translate into important reductions of the deme size and the computational effort. However, using more processors requires additional communication and there is a tradeoff between increasing communication cost and decreasing computations. Canhi-Paz and Goldberg (1997b) showed how to use this tradeoff to compute the optimal number of processors that minimize the total execution time. Their investigation considered that communication between populations occurs after the populations converge, implying a lower bound on the frequency of migration.
The upper bound of the migration frequency is to exchange individuals every generation. In light of the significant reductions in computational effort caused by migration, it would be interesting to study the bounding case with the most intense migration possible. In fact, the distributed population described in the previous section resembles this bounding case: each processor executes a selection-crossover-mutation cycle, and there is an exchange Evolutionary Computation Volume 7, Number 4 of individuals every generation. The topology of the communications is a fully connected graph (because processors communicate with every other), and dividing the population into P equal parts corresponds to the maximum possible migration rate.
However, the distributed population algorithm has mriltiple communications per generation and that is its major difference from the multi-population parallel GAS, where there is ~t m s t one migration event in a generation. In multi-population G h , migrations occur after (or before) the selection-recombination-mutation sequence. This means that selection and recombination consider only a subset of the population, and the search may be biased toward some regon of the search space. To our knowledge, there have been no studies of this bias, but it may be not very significant if migration occurs as often as every generation.
Another difference is that in multi-population algorithms the migrants and the individuals that they replace can be chosen in different ways. In particular, the (outgoing) migrants can he the best individuals in the population, or they may be chosen randomly. Likewise, when migrants arrive at a deme, they may replace individuals randomly or they may replace the: worst. Each of these decisions affects the speed of convergence in some way, except when both the migrants and the individuals they replace are chosen randomly (Cantti-Paz, 1999a , 1099b , which is the case used in the algorithm described in the previous section.
'The differences between a single distributed population and fully-connected populations that exchange the maximal number of individuals every generation are small, and therefore the calculations in the previous section serve as guidelines on how to choose the optimal number of populations for this bounding case.
The Gambler's Ruin Model
How does one determine the size of the populations? This section briefly reviews the gambler's ruin (GR) model that predicts the quality of solutions found by a GA with one population based on its size and the number of building blocks (BBs) present initially. Subsequent sections extend the model to consider multiple populations that coimnunicate using arbitrary topologies.
' To obtain a model of the quality of the solution of a GA, Harik et al. (1997) modeled the selection process in a GA as a biased one-dimensional random walk. T h e model considers one partition of order k , and it assumes that decisions are independent across partitions. We refer to the order-k schema that leads to the global optimum as the correct BB. Other schemata in the same partition-even if they have a high average fitness-are labeled as incorrect. In the GR model, the number of copies of the correct BB in a partition is represented by the position s of a particle 011 a one-dimensional space. T h e space is bounded with absorbing barriers at s = 0 and 2 = n, which represent ultimate convergence to the wrong and to the right solutions, respectively. T h e initial position of the particle :co is the expected number of copies of the correct BB in a randomly initialized population, and is equal to zo = n/2', where k is the order of the BB and n is the population size.
At each step of the random walk there is a probability p of obtaining one additional copy of the correct BB. This probability depends on the particular problem that the GA is facing, and it represents the probability of deciding correctly in a one-to-one competition between the best and the second best schemata of the partition. A well-known result of random walks is the probability that a particle will eventually be captured by the absorbing barrier at IL: = n (Feller, 1966) :
For increasing values of n, the denominator in Equation 4 approaches 1 very quickly, and therefore it may be ignored in the calculations.
We measure the quality of the solutions as the number of partitions that converged to the correct BB at the end of a run, and we denote the desired target quality as Q. Using the assumption that partitions are independent, we can solve Pbb = $ for n and obtain the following population sizing equation:
There are a number of assumptions in the gambler's ruin model. First, the GR model considers that decisions in a GA occur one at a time until all the n individuals in its population converge to the same value. In other words, in the model there is no explicit notion of generations. The model also assumes, conservatively, that all competitions occur between strings with the best and the second best schemata in a partition, and that the probability of deciding correctly remains constant during the run. Furthermore, the Goldberg et al. (1992) calculation of p implicitly assumed that the GA uses painvise tournament selection (two strings compete), but adjustments for other selection schemes are possible, as Harik et al. (1997) showed in their paper.
The boundaries of the random walk are absorbing; this means that once a partition contains n copies of the correct BB it cannot lose one, and likewise, when the correct BB disappears from a partition there is no way of recovering it. This is related to another important assumption of the GR model: mutation and crossover do not create or destroy significant numbers of BBs. In the model, the only source of BBs is the random initialization of the population.
We must recognize that the GR model is a simplification, but experimental results with multiple additively decomposable functions of varying difficulty suggest that is it a reasonable one (Harik et al., 1997) . The models in subsequent sections are largely based on the GR model, and therefore they inherit the assumptions, limitations, and applicability of the GR model.
In cases with multiple demes, success is defined when at least one of them reaches the desired target quality Q. An equivalent success criterion is to require that the highest Evolutionary Computation Volume 7 , Number 4 quality found by an): of the T demes equals the target quality. ils a consequence, the quality required in each deme can be relaxed in the following way (Cantli-Paz and Goldberg, in press):
where / i r is the expected value of the highest order statistic of r samples taken from a standard normal distribution with mean 0 and standard distribution of 1. T h e values of pT,r have been tabulated extensively (Harter, 1970) , and the approximation pT I = &LG used above was suggested by B e y (1993). Xote that P varies very slowly with respect to T , and that when I' = I, P = Q.
Multiple Demes and Regular Topologies
An important property of the connectivity graph between the demes is its degree, which is the number of neighbors of each deme. This paper assumes that all the demes have the same degree, and we denote it as 6. The degree completely determines the cost of communications, and as we shall see, it also influences the size of the demes and consequently the time of computations. This section examines how the deme size, the migration rate, and the degree of the topology affect the probability that the parallel GA reaches the desired solution. The calculations consider that the populations communicate only after they have converged. After migration, the algorithm restarts. This represents a lower bound on the frequency of migrations. Similar algorithms were investigated empirically by Grosso (1989 , Braun (1990 , and Munetomo et al. (1993) . Onljr the first two epochs of the algorithm are considered initially, because closed-form expressions may be derived easily. T h e next section extends the modeling to multiple epochs. Some of the results in this section have been presented elsewhere (Canni-Paz and Goldberg, in press).
The modeling has several steps. First, we compute how many copies of the correct BB are necessary to reach the target quality per deme ( P , given by Equation 6). Next, the probability that a given configuration brings together the critical number of BBs is calculated. The success probability is then used to derive a deme sizing equation, which in turn is used to minimize the execution time.
The first step of the modeling is straightforward. To determine how many BBs 6. are needed at the begrnning of the second epoch to reach P , we may use the solution of the gambler's ruin problem. Making and solving for results in The next step is to determine the probability that a deme receives at least BBs from its b neighbors. The probability that one neighbor sends the right BB is the same probability that it converged correctly in the first epoch, and is given by Pbb. Assuming that all the neighbors of a deme use the same migration rate p then at least 8 = 5 neighbors must contribute the correct BB. Since the demes have evolved in isolation until this moment, the probability of receiving at least G BBs has a binomial probability: which can be approximated as Figure 2 shows the results of experiments that illustrate the accuracy of Pzl. The test problem used in these experiments and in the remainder of the paper is f = x;zl f4(uqi), where u4i is the number of bits set to 1 in the 4-bit substring that starts at position 4i, and f.1 is a fully deceptive trap function defined as:
Fully deceptive trap functions are used in many studies of genetic algorithms, because their difficulty is well understood and it can be regulated easily (by changing the size of the deceptive basin or the fitness difference between the two peaks). The test function used in this paper has m = 20 copies of the trap function, the difference between the best and second best schemata is d = 1, the fitness variance in one partition is gib = 1.215, and therefore p = 0.5585. For the experiments, a simple generational GA is used in each deme with pairwise tournament selection without replacement, two-point crossover with probability 1, and no mutation. The graphs show the average of 100 independent runs. With higher migration rates, fewer neighbors must contribute the correct BB, and therefore it is more likely that the deme receives the critical number of BBs and succeeds to find the solution. This observation agrees with other studies that concluded that the solution's quality improves with higher migration rates (CantA-Paz, 1998b) .
Note that even if a deme receives less than G BBs, it may still reach the right solution, because the deme itself could have converged correctly in the first epoch, and it may contain enough BBs to converge correctly again. Also, a deme may start the second epoch with less than BBs and converge correctly sometimes. However, we ignore these two possibilities and conservatively assume that a deme does not converge to the right answer if it does not receive at least % BBs from its neighbors. Under this assumption, Pz, is the probability that at the end of the second iteration the deme will converge correctly.
There are different configurations that can bring together the critical number of BBs with the same probability. Configurations with large demes and few neighbors have the same chance of success than some configurations with smaller demes but with more neighbors (see Figure 3) . This is the usual tradeoff between computation and communication: smaller demes require more neighbors to succeed. We would like to use the configuration that achieves the desired objective with the minimum cost. where g is the domain-dependent number of generations until convergence, nd is the deme size, Tf is the time of one fitness evaluation, and T, is the time required to communicate with one neighbor. Tc, Tf, and g can be easily determined empirically, but the required deme size depends on the degree of the topology, the migration rate, and the desired quality.
Finding the Deme Size
To find the deme size we need to make Pzl = P and solve for n d . First, the normal distribution of Pzl has to be approximated as @ ( z ) = (1 + exp(-1.6~))-' (ValenzuelaRendh, 1989) . With this approximation, Pzl becomes
( 1 1) where z = is the normalized number of successes. We may bound z by considering that the variance is maximal when Pbb = 0.5, and thus it becomes z 2 %(8 -6Pbb) (In the remainder we conservatively ignore the inequality. &%iTJ Making the approximate form of Pzl = P and solving for z yields the ordinate, where the probability of success reaches the required value:
Malung z = 2, solving for n d , and simplifying terms gives the deme size:
Observe that the deme size decreases with higher migration rates and as the number of neighbors increases, which is what we expected. For clarity, this deme-sizing equation may be rewritten in a more compact form by grouping all the domain-dependent constants into one (no) as follows: Figure 4 shows the average of 100 runs using painvise tournament selection, two-point crossover with probability 1 .O, and no mutation. T h e migration rate is p = 0.1.
Fully Connected Topologies Revisited
Sometimes the magnitude of the optimal degree will be greater than the number of demes, because it depends on the ratio of computation to communications, and this ratio may be arbitrarily large. In those situations, the topology that is closest to the optimal and that is realizable with the available demes would be a fully connected topology. This section revisits this bounding case and shows that, despite its poor scalability, the fully connected topology may be a good choice to reduce the execution time.
The calculation of the optimal degree may be used to find an expression for the optimal number of demes in a fully connected topology. At some deme count r the optimal degree will be 0" = r -1, which is the degree of the fully connected topology. Solving for T gives the optimal number of fully-connected demes, Figure 5 has an example with the same 20-BB, +bit trap function used before. The figure clearly shows t h a t the optimal time varies very slowly when more than r* demes are used, and that the optimal execution time of the fully connected case is very close to the optimal times of other topologies. In this example, 6" sz 2.5, which should be interpreted as 6* = 3 . However, it is not possible to connect T = 2 or r = 3 demes together using more than T -1 edges, and therefore the first two points in the plot of the optimal time correspond to a fully connected Although the fully connected topology cannot integrate many demes efficiently, its optimal configuration is a good choice to reduce the execution time. Optimally configured topologies that use more demes reach solutions faster, but the reductions are not substantial. In fact, since the optimal time decreases very slowly when more than r * demes are used, after that point, the efficiency drops almost linearly with the number of demes. However, we shall see that optimally configured topologies can reduce the execution time significantly after multiple epochs. topology.
Considering Multiple Epochs
The previous section showed how to find the optimal degree of connectivity that minimizes the execution time for a particular domain. However, even with a fixed degree there are ways to connect the demes, and we still face the question of how to choose a particular topology. Certainly, if the algorithm is only executed for two epochs, it does not matter how the demes are connected, because only the immediate neighbors affect the search. After more than two epochs, however, a deme receives indirect contributions from other demes. The purpose of this section is to quantify the effect of those contributions on the quality of the search, and to determine how to minimize the execution time after multiple epochs. Some of these results can also be found in Cant5-Paz (1999~).
Consider the topologies with degree 6 = 2 depicted in Figure 6 . These are only three of the ( 2 7 ) = 21 possible topologies of degree two. Figure 7 shows the results of experiments with a 20-BB 4-bit trap function on eight demes connected with the +1+2 and +2+3 topologies of figure 6 and a bi-directional ring. The results are averaged over 100 repetitions at each deme size; the demes used painvise tournament selection, two-point crossover with probability 1 .O, and no mutation. The migration rate was set to its maximal value of 1/3. Figure 7 shows the proportion of correct BBs per deme after one, two, three, and four epochs. The quality of the solutions improves after successive epochs, and the largest increase occurs after the second epoch. As one would expect, the results for different topologies after the first two epochs are indistinguishable, and the difference after three and four epochs is very small. This observation will be used to derive a model of solution quality that depends only on the degree of the connectivity graph and on the migration rate, but that ignores the specific topology. Before doing so, we first introduce the concept of the extended neighborhood of a deme.
Extended Neighborhoods
To visualize how the choice of topology affects the quality of the search, imagine a tree rooted on a particular deme. The descendants of a node in the tree are the immediate neighbors of the deme it represents, and the 7-th level in the tree contains the demes that are reachable from the root deme after T epochs. These demes form the extended neighborhood of the root and are taken into account only the first time they are reached.' Figure 8 shows two such trees that correspond to the +1+2 and +2+3 topologies with 16 demes.
A simple way to bound the contribution from the extended neighborhood is to assume that the demes form panmictic groups as soon as they come in contact with others. In this view, after T epochs, the aggregate population size would be ~, n d , where T, is the number of demes in the extended neighborhood after the r-th epoch, and n d is the size of each deme. Under this assumption, the solution qualitywould be given by P b b (~, n d ) . Of course, demes do not become panmictic as soon as they reach one another, and therefore the size of the extended neighborhood should be adjusted with a mixing coefficient c , < 1. 
the quality becomes P6h(c,,~,nd) .
Designing for Multiple Epochs
'The observation that topologies of the same degree reach almost identical solutions has an important implication: if an accurate quality predictor can be derived for one topology, it would be accurate for any topology of the same degree.
Some topologes are easier to study than others, because the size of their extended neighborhoods increases in a regular form. In particular, there are topologies where the size of the extended neighborhood is simply T, = S(T -1) + 1 = 67' + 1. Examples of such topologies are the +1+2 binary topology depicted in Figure 6 and a +1+2+3 ternary topology. We will use this class of topologies to study the effect of the degree of the network on the solution quality after several epochs.
Using the simple model introduced in the previous subsection, the quality after T epochs is P b b , = &(c,,~,nd) . For simplicity, we use n,, = cr7,T,n,i to represent the number of individuals in the extended neighborhood. T h e key to obtain an accurate quality prediction is to adjust n , with an appropriate ctn. MTe can deduce the value of the mixing coefficient by considering some of the properties it should have. For instance, n, should increase as T grows, and when T = 1, the value of n , should be equal to 7~d , because the denies are isolated during the first epoch. In addition, the previous section showed that the deme size 7 i d x 2 (Equation 13). Putting everything together, we may write n7 as:
which means that c,,, = -= A. Experimental tests were performed to assess the accuracy of this model. T h e experiments use eight denies connected by a +1+2 topology and the same test function and experimental conditions as previous experiments in this paper: 100 repetitions at each deme size, painvise tournament selection, two-point crossover with probability 1.0, and no mutation. The quality was measured a t the end of the first four epochs. Figure 9 shows that the predictions of & ( i t , ) match very well the experimental r e s i h 444 E\ olutionaq Computation Volumr 7 , iVurnher 4 The next step is to find a deme-sizing equation. The procedure is straightforward using the gambler's ruin model. Making Pbb(n,) = 1 -( Q ) n T / 2 k = P and solving for n d results in P which can be rewritten in a more compact form by grouping all the problem-dependent constants (the second term above) into one constant no, so nd = A::+l, This form of the deme size with T = 2 is similar to the equation found in the previous section. With a closed-form expression for the deme size after multiple epochs, the execution time of the parallel GA may be easily minimized. In this case, the time is
and r is restricted by Equation 22. To simplify the calculations, nd may be approximated as s. Malung % = 0 and solving for 6 gives the optimal degree of the topology as which is equivalent to the optimum found in the previous section when r = 2.
Note that 6 ' depends very weakly on r. The dependency on T is in the In(1 -k) term of no. P is approximately 2 -2, so the dependency of the optimal degree on r is O(ln In r ) . This is significant, because if 6* does not change much as more demes are used, then the execution time (Equation 18) would not change much either. However, we should not to dismiss the algorithm's capability to reduce the execution time. After all, S* depends strongly on the number of epochs r , and both S* and the execution time will decrease significantly as more epochs are used. This raises another point: sometimes the choice of topology is restricted by hardware constraints. In this case, S may be considered to be constant and the execution time may be optimized with respect to r. Making 2 = 0 and solving for r gives the optimal number of epochs:
The corresponding deme size may be found by substituting S* (or r*) in Equation 17.
Parallel Demes in the Long Run
This section focuses on an important property of parallel GAS with multiple populations.
In the long run, r demes of size n d that repeatedly communicate with each other after Evolutionary Computation Volume 7, Number 4 convergence with the maximum migration rate possible, reach the same solution as a simple GA with a population with T n d individuals (Canhi-Paz, 1998a , 1998b . We denote r, as the critical number of epochs necessary to reach a solution as good as a GA with an aggregate population.
Recall that the execution time of the parallel GA depends directly on the number of epochs (Equation 18). \$%en T, epochs are used, the size of the demes is reduced to n d = p, so the execution time becomes:
Our objective is to minimize this time. XI1 of the terms of this equation are known, except for r,. To derive an estimate of r,, note that limT+x Pbb(nT) = 1, because nI7 grows without limit as inore epochs are used, which is incorrect. The derivation of 7~~ is based on the concept of extended neighborhoods, but physically, the size of the extended neighborhood is bounded by the sum of the sizes of all the demes (~n d ) .
Making 71, = rnd and solving for r gives an approximation of the number of epochs it takes the algorithm to converge:
Substituting r, = T,,,~ into Equation 2 1, making 3 = 0, and solving for T results in the optimal number of demes:
Note that the second term also appears in the optimal number of processors of singlepopulation parallel GAS, suggesting that, asymptotically, the two types of parallel GAs can use the same number of processors to reduce the execution time. However, the question of which algorithm is the fastest depends on the particular application. Users can use the equations presented here to estimate the execution time of the two types of parallel GAs and decide which one to use.
Summary and Conclusions
The paper began with an examination of the execution time of parallel GAS with a single population. T h e calculations focused on an implementation where the population is distributed among several processors, but the general form of the time is also applicable to inore conventional master-slave implementation. The main result is that the optimal number of processors is O( @).
Since n and Tf increase as the problem becomes more difficult, this result suggests that single-population parallel GAs can use a large number of processors to reduce the execution time.
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E\olutionav (:omputation Volume 7, Number 4 The single distributed population closely resembles multiple populations that communicate every generation using a fully connected topology and the maximal migration rate. Therefore, the previous calculation of the optimal number of processors also serves as an indication of the scalability of multi-deme parallel GAS.
The rest of the paper dealt with parallel GAS with multiple populations and arbitrary topologres, but migration occurs only after the demes converge, which is a lower bound of the migration frequency. The gambler's ruin model was used to derive an accurate prediction of the solution quality after multiple epochs. The models should be directly applicable to any additively decomposable function. The quality model was first used to determine the optimal topology when the number of demes is fixed, and later to calculate the optimal number of processors when the topology is fixed and the algorithm is executed until all the populations converge to the same solution. The result is that the optimal number of populations is also O( @).
The results of this study suggest that, regardless of their type, parallel GAS can integrate large numbers of processors and reduce significantly the execution time of many practical applications. Although parallel GAS have long been regarded as highly scalable, the closedform expressions of the optimal number of processors make it possible to quantify those claims taking into account the particular problem domain and the hardware platform.
